APOS Data Gateway Solutions for SAP Lumira Design Studio
Are Now SAP Certified
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Kitchener, ON, June 2, 2016 ‐ APOS Systems Inc., a leading provider of well managed business
intelligence (BI) solutions for SAP BusinessObjects, is proud to announce that two of its
solutions are now SAP‐certified and available on the SAP Analytics Extensions Directory. The
two solutions are the APOS Data Gateway, Lumira Edition, and the APOS Data Gateway, Design
Studio Edition.
The APOS Data Gateway, Lumira Edition, allows SAP Lumira users to connect to Web
Intelligence reports, as well as to any relational data sources, and use them as data sources for
their Lumira projects. The APOS Data Gateway, Design Studio Edition, allows SAP Design
Studio users to connect to Web Intelligence reports as a data source for their Design Studio
projects, and to expand data connection options and data volume. By using a Web Intelligence
report as a data source, the Lumira or Design Studio project can inherit the report's data
connection options, such UNV, HANA, UNX and BEx, as well as inherit the report's Web
Intelligence calculation engine, or inherit a Web Intelligence instance's pre‐loaded and pre‐
calculated data.
These two newly certified solutions join a number of other APOS solutions available at the SAP
Analytics Extensions Directory. The Directory provides access to the full range of extensions
built by SAP partners to help SAP Analytics customers fill any gaps in their SAP Analytics
requirements.
"The SAP Analytics Extensions Directory is a valuable resource for SAP BusinessObjects users,"
said Allan Pym, APOS COO. "We are pleased to be able to offer these two SAP‐certified APOS
Data Gateway solutions at the Directory. The APOS Data Gateway helps these users to simplify
data access for their Lumira and Design Studio projects, and to expand the sources and volume
of data they can use with their projects."
###
About APOS Systems
Since its beginning in 1992, APOS Systems has evolved from a custom business application
development shop to a global provider of solutions promoting well managed business
intelligence. APOS focuses on providing BI Platform Management and Location Intelligence
solutions that improve the return on your BI investment. APOS solutions simplify, automate,
complement, enhance and extend BI practices, and focus BI processes for greater agility in your
organization's decision‐making capabilities.
The APOS logo is a registered trademark of APOS Systems Inc. SAP, PartnerEdge and all SAP
logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP AG in Germany and in several other
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countries. Business Objects, BusinessObjects and the Business Objects logo are trademarks or
registered trademarks of Business Objects in the United States and/or other countries. Business
Objects is an SAP company.
APOS Systems Inc. is headquartered in Kitchener, Ontario, Canada. Visit www.apos.com for
more information about APOS Systems Inc.
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